




TEST AND ADJUSTMENT CHECK LIST FOR QGB

1. General checks

1.1 Tensi-ometer-holder circuit:
check that the plastic block-stops (under the tension arm
pulteys) are well pressed in (distance: abt lmm from the
ci-rcuit) .

L.2 Check the distance between the tensiometer lever and the
pulley beneath : 6mm (use a shim).

,, ) 1.3 Check that the tensiometers block-stop contacts touch the
corresponding plates, about I mm before the mechanical
block-stop.

I.4 Check that the tensiometer push-hub ball is correctly fixed
on the threaded rod.

1.5 The fast tape-running switch must switch symmetrically,
refering to the corresponding switch movement. The adjusting
screw has to be assured with "Loctite".

1.6 Brakes : check the distance between the electromagnet poles
and. the armature : Or3 Or4 mm.

L.7 Check the winding direction" cam sliding freedom.

1.8 Main circuit : check that the levers assuring the circuít
rigídÍty does not touch the neighbouring tracks on the prÍnted

) circuit board.

Check with an ohmmeter that no connection exists between the
radiator and the cottector of each po$/er transistor. These
transistors mounted on insulators coated with silicon grease.

2. Brake adjustment

2.I - Unplug the main circuit-
Connect a stabitized power supply to the brake release coil
terminals.
slowly increase the voltage unt-il brake is released.
The brake release voltage 3 v (vaet( a V
Correct the brake release voltage by adjusting the corres'
ponding springs ans Push-nuts.
Spring length on both sides of the brake release must be
equa1.
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2.2 Slowly decrease the stabÍlized power supply voltage ti1I the
brake operates.
At that moment, the voltage between the coil terminals must
be lower than 1r5 V.

2.3 Place a tape-reel (if possible a large one) on the reelholder.
Attach the end of the tape to a dynamometer. PulI so that the
tape moves slowIy (the stabilized power supply unplugged.
Evaluate the brake torque : 75O gcm/min. The other brake should
be checked. in the same v¡ay.

3. Electrical adjustment

3.I Supply QGB from a stabilized power supply.
Progressively increase the voltage up to 25 V (check the
current value at the same tiJne) .

3.2 Adjust the 10 V voltage within O,2 V
10 V + O,2 V

This should be done with a resistance placed between the base
of Q32 and ground. Measure on TPll.

3.3 The oscilloscope connected to TP2.
check if the correct HF sÍgnal (the tensiomet,er differencj-al
transformer supply signal) is present.

13 v< v p-p< 1s v

3.4 Switch off "Autom. Stand,by".
Push "Fast Winding" button.
The "Loading"switch in neutral position.

\' 3.5 P1ace an insulating film between one of the tape-end conÈacts
and the corresponding tensiometer p1ate.
Move forward the left tensiometer, then release it.
The QGB should start (it is important to hear a slight click
produced by the brake release).
The right motor starts turning.
The left motor remains stationary if the "moving direction"
cam. is operating correctly.
The "rotatíng indicator" turns white.

3.6 Move the "Loading" swj-tch on the right.
This should simultaneously suppress the "winding direction"
cam action and stop the right motor.
Consequently, right motor should. stop and the left one should
start.
The rot.ating indicator turns black, to indicaÈe that this
function cannot be employed for normal running.
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Move the "Loading" switch on the 1eft.
The "rotating j-ndicator" stays bIack.
The left motor stops, the right one starts to turn again.
Replace the "Load.ing" switch in neutral position.

3.7 Check of the "Fast Winding" knob action.
Pull up the "FasÈ Winding" knob.

The rotat,ing indicator" turns black once more for the same
reason as before.
This time, both motors should rotate, because the "Fast
Vtinding" knob suppresses the cam action.
Push down the "Fast Winding" button again.

3.8 Check of the "rotation detector" and of the correct operation
of the bistable "ON-OFF" locking system.
Switch on the "Autom. Standby".
After Ir5 to 3 sec., the brakes operate and the QGB stops.

3.9 The "Autom. Standby remains swj-tched on.
Press "Load.ing" switch to the left, then immediately to the
right.
The system starts again but does not stop after 1r5 to 3 sec.
as the "rotating detector" receives a "rotation signal" from
the left reel-holder.
Manually stop the left motor, checking aÈ the same time the
supply current which should not be ( 0,65 A.
1r5 to 3 sec. after complete motor stop, the brakes operate
and the QGB stops.
This test should be performed to ensure rotating detector
immunity from interference from the left motor when the motor
is mechanicaly blocked.

3.1O Switch off the "Autom. Standby"
Switch on the QGB with the left tensiometer.
Decrease the power supply voltage till the "rotating indicator"
turns black 

ro,7 v-( v suppry¡( 1r,3 v
(the rotating indicator should show that this voltage Ís too
1ow for a normal running).

3.11 Switch on the main power supply z 25 \Ì.
The-"Loading" switch is in neutral position.
The "Fast Winding" button is pushed down.
Remove the left motor belts and switch on the QGB.
Check the volÈage between 10 V lines and the "Winding
direction" detector output (red-blue wire).
Turn anti-clockwise the left reel-holder to displace the cam
up to the block-stop.
Adjust then the potentiometer on "Winding direction" circuit
in order to obtain O,4 V (approxJ-mate1y, the voltage is near
the one necessary to open the base-collector junctÍon).
Turn the reel-holder up to the cam opposite block-stop. The
corresponding voltage should range between 116 V and 2,2 V.
This test allows the check of the voltage progression which
Ís dependant on the cam rotation angle (a too fast progression
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could create an oscillatory phenomenon).

Perform the following test : move the cam to the left block-
stop (corresponding to Or4 V), The left motor turns at
maximum speed. Turn now the reel-holder to the right ti1l
the motor stops. The rotation angle of the reel-hold.er should
range between 18O o and 27Oo.
Test objective : on one side, it is necessary to conserve a
reserve for cam angular movement, indispensable to lock the
motor.

on the other side, if the reserve is too great, it means
that there is a defect in the "moving dj-rection" d.etector and
the system could became instable.

3.I2 Switch on the QGB and switch "Loading" to the right (the left
motor turns).
Move the left tensiometer and check that the transi-tion from
maximum to zeto torque of the motor is located between the
tensiometer block-stops, about lOo around the central position.
Replace the "Loadj-ng" switch in neutral position.
Same test must be performed on the right tensiometer.

3.13 The right. motor turns.
Move the "Windj-ng directÍon" cam clockwise to the block-stop.
Switch "Loading" to the left,.
Move the right tensiometer in order to stop the right motor.
Replace then "Loading" in neutral positi-on : the right motor
should turn.

This test permits the check of the servo-system on the right
motor (same test of the left motor was checked under pt 3.11).

3.14 The QGB starts : if the "Fast Winding" button is pulled up,
if the left tensiometer is moved forward,
if the tensiometer is pulled up and
touches "taut-tape" block-stop.

3.15 Swj-tch "Loading" to the right. The left motor turns. Manually
slow down the left reel-ho1der.
PuII up "Fast Winding" button. The reel-holder torque should
decrease during about Or5 sec. and immediately after should
return to its normal va1ue.

Switch "Loading" to the left and. perform the same test on the
other motor.
The temporary torque decrease is necessary, because the "Fast
Winding" switch suppresses abruptly the "winding direction"
cam effect which could induce a violent shock to the tape.
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When "Autom.-Standby" is switched on and the brakes operate
(after 1r5 to 3 sec.) the motors should still be powered
during I to 2 sec. otherwise the tape would unwind.. This fact
could be checked by removing the belts and by manual slowing
down the motors after switching on QGB and "Autom.Standby".

Switch off "Loading" and "Autom.Standby".
Switch on "QGB" and push to the "taut tape" block-stops the
2 tensiometers.
l"love "Fast Winding" to neutral position and pu11 it up. On the
first stage, nothing should happen. Moving the swit,ch rrFw'r to
the left then to Èhe right, each time it provokes the corres-
ponding motor start (left or right).

This test is performed to check if the rrFW, action cancels
completely at a specific moment and with restriction the
tensiometer action.

Remove the insulating film placed between the tape end contact
and the tensiometer plate.
Switch on the QGB and let the tensiometers touch the 2 tape
end contacts.
At the same time, control -1O V stab. voltage. This voltage
must subsist for 2 Eo 3 sec., after the tensiometers both
touch the contacts.

The voltage then drops, brakes operate and everything stops.
Reason for the delay : sometimes, during a short period of
tlme, both tensiometers touch sÍmultaneously wiÈh tape end
contacts. It is important that, ât that time, the brakes do
not operate causing the QGB to stop and possibly damage
the tape.

Check on the oscilloscope TPI, TP3, TPA, TP7 and TP8 points.
Check that the traces correspond. to those given on the dia-
gram.

Respect measure conditions given on the d.ì-agram. For a "trian-
gular signal" voltage, lower and higher limit must range
between -4,5 V and. -8r3 V and the magnitude between -2t6 Vl
and -3,4 V peak to peak.

Chejck '9 V voltage : 8,9 to 9,1 V range.
Check that the voltage variation when the tensiometers move
from one block-stop to the other (without touching them) is
ínferior to O,3 V max.
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Test with QGB fixed to NAGRA

Place a lOr5rr full reel on the left reel-holder.
Tape running with the smaI1 reel (5") on the right reel-
holder. Ad.just the potentiometer, corresponding to the left
tensiometer (on the tensiometer circuit) in order that it is
placed at about 6 mm from the tape-end mechanical block-stop
(at about 5 mm from the electrical block-stop).
Rewind completely the tape on the left reel.
Fix the tape-end to a dynamometer, pass the tape around the
QGB tensiometer and NAGRA left tensiometer. Then adjust the
tensiometer spring in order to have 55 t 2 gr. on the tape.

During adjustment : - switch off the "Autom. Standby" (unit
is swj-tched on)
push the "Loading" switch to the right
(1eft moÈor is powered)

If necessary, repeat the potentiometer adjustment during normal
running and finally adjust the spring.

Normal tape running : adjust the potentiometer corresponding
to the right tensiometer in order that the tensiometer is
positioned half-way between the 2 extreme block-stops (when
employing a 5rr reel, almost empty, it will be placed
somewhat nearer to "taut tape " block-stop).

Adjustment of the right tensiometer spring : ro11 up t to 2 mm

of tape on the 5r'right reel. The capstan is completely free
For a certaj-n right spring tension, the tape runs from the
left 1Or5" full reel to the small, nearly empty, right reel.
Adjust the right spring tension in order that the tape stops.

"Reliever" resistance determination.
Separate the left tensiometer contact from the corresponding
tape end contact. Distance to be kept between these 2 contacts :

2 mm.
Pull up the "Fast Winding" button and turn it anti-clockwise
(FWD) up to the block-stop (adjustment wi-thout tape) .
Place a resistance (ranging beÈween 39o K.lLand 1Mn-) in the
place foreseen for the "reliever".
The left motor should stop turning at a certain resistance
value.
Thè resistance should be adjusted in order to stop the motor
running.

\

4.2

4.3

If the resistance value is rated between two E 12 standardized
values, chose the highest value.

4.4 Stability control of the servo system :

normaf tape running
tap lightly on the tensiometers in direction of Nagra.
the tensiometers return quickly in the stable state.

Perform these tests with a 10,5" nearly full reel on the
left, and a 5" nearly empty reel on the right.
Supply with a 30 V power source.
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Perform a stability test on each of the 3 speeds.
Now supply with 12 V power source and perform again these
tests.
Interchange the reels and perform the same tests.
Do not forget to tighten the reel nuts.

4.5 Supp1y with 15 V.
Load lo,5rr reels (one nearly empty, the other nearly fulr).
Control that, in the fast running mode, the full reel starts
turning the almost empty reel.
rnterchange the reels and perform the test once again.

4.6 Adjust the stabilized power supply to 30 V.
wind on a 5r' reel the tape untíI lr5 mm thick (on the left
or right reel holder).
The second reel will be 7,, nearly full.
Operate a fast wind in the direction of the full ree1.
when the nearly empty supply reel reaches a high speed, press
the rlFwt' button in order to stop the fast tape running.
Perform this test twice.
Then, interchange the reels and. perform sarne test twice again.
When the supply reel (the 5" onernearly empty) is on the
left reel holder, the test must be performed with the "Autom.
Standby" switched on.

Aim of this test :
a) When the small reel is pulled by the large one, overvoltages

are created that could. reach 14O V between the control
transistor terminals of the corresponding motor. This
transistor must accept the corresponding peaks.

b) The small supply reel beÍng loaded on the left, the "Autom.
Standby" switched orrr the correct running function is
ensured only if Èhe photo-transistor (in the rotating
detector) reacts properly to the relatively high interrup-
tion frequency on the infrared beam. If not, the brakes
should block during the runninq.

4.7 Keep on the 30 V power supply.
Control subjectively the fast runnj-ng with the biggest and
the smallest ree1s. No instability and no jerking should be
noted on the tensiometers.

4.8 Control the QGB running with the internal NAGRA power supply.

4.9 Load a 5" nearly empty reeL on the left reel holder.
Run the tape with the 3 speeds. Control if there is anyjerking on the left reel holder. The tensiometer should never
touch " taut tape" contact. Minimum distance between contacts
should be equal to 2 mm.
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To check the security margin, switch "Loading" to the left :
the tensiometer must go to the "tape end" block-stop.
If the conditions are not respected, it will be necessary to
control the left reel holder (wind.ing directj-on cam, ball
bearing a.s.o. ).
The sa¡ne check must be perf ormed with the right reel ho1d.er.
But it is sufficient to load with a small nearly empty reel
on this reel-hold.er and. control that there j-s a regular rota-
tion and that the right tensiometer does not move.

4.1O Load 2 metallj-c 1Or5" reels (left one nearly full, right one
nearly empty).
Supply with a 25 V power and let the tape run at 15rr/s.
Measure the consumption (of QGB only) : I < 2OO mA.
Interchange the 2 reels and perform again the test.
Note, that povrer consumption mainly depends on tensiometer
spring tension.

4.11 Supply with 25 v.
Measure complete rewinding time (from right to left) :
t< 4 min.
Use the 1O,5r' metallic reel containing 11OO m. of tape.

4.I2 Wow tests:
Use same reels as for tesÈ nr. 4.I1.
Tape type 3M 20
Measure wow with a Nagra in perf ect cond j-t j-on.
Tolerances : at I5t t /s. : OrO88 max. on VFM

at 33/4"/s. z O,2E " rr

at Lr5"/s : Or3Z " rr

,,)
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